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Mary Heilmann: A Wide-Awake Dreamer
by John Yau
Many writers have advanced that the rousing force behind Mary Heilmann’s move from
sculpture to painting was her contrariness. She made this move in 1970, during the
waning days of minimalism, pop art, and color-ﬁeld painting, at the cusp of a decade
dominated by conceptual art. It was an unlikely direction to go in, because many believed
that painting had entered a terminal condition. Heilmann’s move was further stigmatized
by the fact that if women artists were still hardly recognized in the art world, the situation
was particularly bad for painters. While “contrariness” might adequately describe her
motivation, it does not account for what happened once she made the switch. Was
Heilmann’s “antagonistic move,” as she called it, enough to push her into an all-ornothing gamble—that something new could be done in a medium that many considered
exhausted? As I see it, this rather self-effacing quote does not indicate her conﬁdence,
determination, and thoroughness: she did not simply move into painting, she tackled it
head-on in ways that continue to reverberate.
As a student who studied poetry in the Bay Area in 1963, and who had been
aware of the North Beach literary scene and the City Lights bookstore since she was in
high school, Heilmann understood that deﬁance could be a wager as well as a leap of
faith. At least that’s my view, perhaps that’s because I am a poet and recognize that
poetry is made of letters and words. Instead of regarding this material condition as a
limitation, poets embrace it.
The poets she heard read included Robert Creeley and Denise Levertov.
Something Creeley wrote about Levertov came to mind while writing this essay and
thinking of Heilmann:
In a sense she was a wide-awake dreamer; a practical visionary with an
indomitable will; a passionate, whimsical heart committed to an adamantly
determined mind.1
I think Heilmann’s relationship to limitation underlies the decision she made to begin
painting, something she had never studied. Growing up in both Southern and Northern
California, she had ﬁrsthand experience of how freedom and rebellion could become
manifest, from surﬁng to music to making art out of any material. As a student working in
the sculpture department at the University of California, Berkeley, she studied ceramics
with Peter Voulkos and Jim Melchert. On a school trip to Los Angeles, organized by
Melchert, she saw Bruce Nauman’s ﬁberglass objects at Nicholas Wilder, and decided to
Mary Heilmann, New York City, ca. 1977. Photo © Andy Grundberg.

meet him. At the time, Nauman was still a student at
the University of California, Davis, which is a short
distance from Berkeley. Heilmann took a tutorial with
William T. Wiley, Nauman’s teacher, and got to know
both men. She saw early works by Nauman, such as
Henry Moore Bound to Fail (1967). In 1968, after
ﬁnishing her graduate requirements, she moved to
New York City.
Working as a sculptor in the late 1960s,
Heilmann used such nonart materials as plywood,
rayon ﬂocking, ﬁberglass, and rooﬁng tar. She rightly
felt that she was in touch with what was going on at
the time, and, in fact, her work met the expectations
set up by Donald Judd’s deﬁnition of a “speciﬁc
object”: it need only be interesting. Making work
that ﬁt in, that was of its time, however, did not seem
to gain her any recognition. According to Elizabeth
Armstrong, Heilmann’s move towards painting was
precipitated by repeated rejections:

is not old-fashioned. Instead, she took the lessons she learned from studying ceramics
and from making sculpture and transformed them into a direct engagement with painting. And yet, while she may have initially made “ironic painting that was hard to look at,”
she did not maintain this attitude for very long. Rather, she embraced her own life, which
included growing up in the surﬁng culture of Southern California from the age of seven to
thirteen and later moving with her family back to Northern California, where she listened
to poets and studied ceramics. In her work, Heilmann embraced aspects of both scenes,
from surf culture, to highways and music, to ceramics and saturated color.
By welcoming her own life, the other crucial thing she did was reject the
received belief that form (or objectivity) was all, and that content and subjectivity (along
with space) had to be squeezed out, as Frank Stella had done in his “black” paintings.
Instead of conforming to the rules—as she was arguably doing with her “speciﬁc
objects”—she essentially challenged head-on Judd’s pronouncement on painting:
The main thing wrong with painting is that it is a rectangular plane placed ﬂat
against the wall. A rectangle is a shape itself; it is obviously the whole shape;
it determines and limits the arrangement of
whatever is on or inside of it.4
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She was extremely disappointed that her work
was not selected for several group exhibitions
that, in her estimation, captured the zeitgeist,
and her exclusion from Anti-Illusion:
Procedures/Materials, an exhibition organized by
Marcia Tucker and James Monte at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in 1969, was especially devastating.2

This is how Heilmann described the switch from sculpture to painting:
What I turned to was a materials-based sort of conceptual, anti-aesthetic, earthcolored, ironic painting that was hard to look at.3
Heilmann may have been disappointed by the lack of reception, but instead of choosing
to work in a more fashionable medium, such as video, she turned to painting. More
importantly, she rejected both color-ﬁeld painting and the idea of taking the hand out of
art. As a student of ceramics, Heilmann learned that direct contact with one’s materials

It is one thing to be rebellious when everyone
around you is, and a very different matter to be
insubordinate in an area where almost no else is.
Heilmann went from making speciﬁc objects to
applying paint to “a rectangular plane placed ﬂat
against the wall.” This move was not as straightforward as one might expect.
By using a squeegee and a brush, and
working on a stretched canvas that was placed on
a table, Heilmann chose to let the paint that
dripped over the sides remain as part of the work.
This residue, which is the result of a process,
made the work into both a painting and a speciﬁc
object, as well as opened up a space for the artist
that stood apart from minimalism, pop art, and
color-ﬁeld painting. The residue was the stuff the
squeegee pushed off the painting’s face but was

Mary Heilmann, Silver Frame, 1969.
Bamboo, fabric, and paint. Dimensions
unknown. Photo: Courtesy of Mary Heilmann.

still part of the work, if you looked at the sides, which meant the
painting was just a surface to be looked at. In retrospect, it is
apparent that Heilmann began her career by refusing to do what
was expected of her. No wonder she has been a hero to so many
younger artists.
Not only did Heilmann choose to paint on a rectangular
plane, she picked the primary colors associated with purist
abstraction, those of Piet Mondrian and Barnett Newman. She took
the bull (or modernist geometric abstraction, in both painting and
in sculpture) by the horns. Nor did she stop there: she used both a
squeegee—an instrument associated with color-ﬁeld painting—and
a brush—an old fashioned instrument—to apply her paint, resulting in wobbly bands that undermined the orthodoxies associated
with geometric abstraction and post-painterly practice. The wobbly
bands acknowledge the rectangle’s shape, while the paint dripping
down the painting’s sides subverts the rectangle’s limitations.
Refusing to be hemmed in, Heilmann rejected purity and
orthodoxy from the outset with breathtaking economy. This
approach might have initially been “an antagonistic move,” but it
has changed over time to become a way to absorb and remake
abstract expressionism, minimalism, and English romantic painting,
along with the work of a wide range of artists, from John Constable
to Barnett Newman, Georgia O’Keeffe to Allan D’Arcangelo, all while
making what is clearly a Mary Heilmann painting.
Instead of rejecting geometric abstraction, the bread-andbutter of minimalist sculpture and painting, Heilmann unzipped it,
showing that it could become expressive. She seems to have intuited this possibility from the beginning, perhaps because of her
background in ceramics, where forms could be imbued with feeling.
The other thing that she might have gotten from working in clay is
the realization that perfection is not always desirable; the hand
Barnett Newman, Untitled 3, 1950. Oil on canvas, 56 x 3 inches. The Art Institute of
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does not have to become
machinelike. The process of making a painting could, in fact, be
expressive. Done in primary colors, Heilmann’s geometric paintings come across as both
handmade and homemade.
Nothing like them was being
made at the time. They pushed
back against the conventions
associated with geometric
abstraction—objectivity, crisp
edges, rigid forms, and uniformity.
In The First Small Red,
Yellow, Blue (1975, ﬁg. 7), which
is twice as long as it is tall,
Heilmann ﬁlls the painting with
three rectangular areas of approximately equal width. In this paintMary Heilmann, Malibu, 1970. Acrylic gel on unstretched canvas,
64 ⁄ x 55 inches. Photo: Courtesy of Mary Heilmann.
ing, which anticipates her later
use of multiple panels, the ground
changes from red to yellow to blue. The ﬁrst third is a solid red, whose right edge is a
ragged ridge of overlying yellow, turning it into an awkward monochrome abutting a
ragged yellow rectangle, demarcated by an imperfect red band made with four squeegee
strokes—the squeegee having removed the top layer of yellow to reveal the red ground
beneath. This red band deﬁnes the middle of the painting and encloses most of an irregular yellow rectangle. Everything Heilmann does in the painting effects what she does
next. She continues the process in the last third, adding a layer of blue over the yellow
and again using the squeegee to scrape away the blue to reveal a yellow band around a
blue rectangle.
The paintings are gauche and blunt, which is their strength. They are not trying
to be polite and stay within the lines. She has undone geometry’s inﬂexibility and purity—
at least as Kenneth Noland and Frank Stella manifest them in their celebrated paintings—clearing a space for herself and others in which unruliness and awkwardness can
manifest themselves.
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In 1st Three for Two: Red, Yellow, Blue (1975, ﬁg. 3), Heilmann stacks two horizontal rectangles on top of each other, like children’s building blocks, within a vertical
rectangle. Using the same sequential layering and removal process as The First Small
Red, Yellow, Blue, here working top to bottom instead of left to right, she ends up with an
uneven red frame surrounding yellow at the top echoed by an irregular yellow frame
surrounding blue at the bottom. By playing with ﬁgure/ground and by using an odd number of colors within an even number of rectangles, she exposes one of the assumptions
behind much geometric abstraction: it is all supposed to ﬁt smoothly together.
The deeper assumption is that an ideal painting—a perfect form—is ultimately achievable. Heilmann is having none of this. If the paint bubbles up along a ridge formed
where she stops pushing the squeegee, she leaves it.
As Heilmann went about undoing geometry’s rigidity, she also began adding
expressive content, at ﬁrst in her use of personal titles. In The Spiral (for Norman) (1977,
ﬁg. 9), she makes the wide, wobbly, red band running parallel to the painting’s four edges
out of two squeegeed Ls, with the yellow top layer visible in the space between them.
The artist’s hand is evident, but it is not holding a brush. While the painting may come off
as casual and even offhand—as do the others from this period—clearly this is not the
case. Rather, what is evident is the thoroughness of Heilmann’s assault on dominant
conventions. If anything, the apparent offhandedness of her approach makes the work of
older painters look stiff. By exposing her feelings, as she begins to do in these paintings,
she reveals how uptight the abstract artists of an earlier generation were.
In The End (1978, opposite), which is not in this exhibition, a large horizontal rectangle is commanded by a red square that terminates at the painting’s left edge. By placing the red square on the far left, Heilmann undermines the rectangle’s stability while
activating the tension between form and container. Red drips on the yellow ground below
the red square are deﬁant presences that disrupt geometry’s association with orderliness—blood or tears leaking from the purity of the square. Without ever specifying what,
according to her title, has come to an end, Heilmann’s destabilization of the rectangle
and aleatory use of red suggest the cessation of something, which in turn evokes a
sense of isolation, as if you are in grief but cannot share it.
One senses in these early paintings Heilmann recognized that she wanted to
see how much feeling she could inject into her painting through her use and placement
of generic forms, and the colors she would make them. In order to move forward, she proceeded methodically. I think this aspect of her painterly intelligence is what informs her
early “contrariness.” Or, as Creeley, speaking about Levertov said—and certainly this

Mary Heilmann, The End, 1978. Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 72 inches. Photo: Pat Hearn Gallery.

passage is especially applicable to Heilmann—her “passionate, whimsical heart committed to an adamantly determined mind.”
In a related painting, Sliding Square #1 (1978, ﬁg. 1), there are no drips on the
work’s face, but some paint does get squeegeed over the painting’s left edge, resulting in
a work with a very different feeling. For one thing, the red square, which Heilmann has
again painted on the far left, becomes a commentary on the centered forms (chevron,
target, or square) employed by many older artists, from Josef Albers to Kenneth Noland.
The placement on the left also suggests movement—that painting and its forms are
neither stable nor secure; they constitute an arena where change is inevitable. The red

you can see the ghost of the covered side of the blue square embedded beneath.
Together, the two sides, one of which is partly semi-transparent, create a layered space.
In retrospect, it is clear that in the red, yellow, and blue paintings Heilmann did
between 1974 and ’79, she was challenging formal conventions associated with geometric abstraction and minimalism. One could say that she confronted the rigid masculinity
of large-scale geometric abstraction with a seemingly casual femininity. She would
expand upon these feelings in paintings such as Enchantment (opposite) and Save the
Last Dance for Me (both 1979), where she uses pink and black to conjure up proms and
rock ’n’ roll songs of love and heartbreak.6 What the paintings that preceded them prove
is that once Heilmann took up painting, she was able to come to terms with the ferocity
of her ambition to make something new and enduring under the sun.

* * * * *
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Mary Heilmann, Enchantment, 1979. Acrylic on canvas, 18 x 25 ⁄2 inches. Photo: Patrick de Warren.

paint on the side is the residue of the squeegee, which the artist chose to leave, rather
than remove or cover over.
Heilmann’s painting conveys the likelihood that, as William Butler Yeats astutely
observed at another chaotic moment in history, there was no salvation in order: “Things
fall apart; the centre cannot hold; / Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.”5 And yet,
rather than trying to picture the anarchy, she hints at it. In this and other early paintings,
restraint and expression hold each other together. At the same time, you see Heilmann’s
growing mastery of her materials as well as her willingness to reject perfection.
One thing about her growing mastery is that it is always at the service of a deﬁnable goal,
that everything she does comes out of necessity.
In The Ghost Square (1976, ﬁg. 11), she challenges the insistence that everything has to be on the painting’s surface—it can even be between surfaces. She does
this by making a yellow ground on which sits a not quite centered, lopsided blue square.
Then over the right side of the painting, partially covering the blue square, she adds
another layer of yellow, upon which sits a second blue square. Through its porous yellow
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